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Chapter 1 : Free and Premium WordPress Plugins
In fact, PDF Viewer for WordPress is one of the most powerful, feature-rich viewer plugins on the market. PDF Viewer
for WordPress plugin It's fully responsive, so all of your PDF files get displayed nicely on every device.

Compact and capacious, PDF files are considered as irreplaceable working tools that always seem to be in an
effort to keep pace with the contemporary fast â€” moving and highly exigent workload. Hence, depending on
your specific online profile and its suggested services or products, having a PDF viewing system in the most
suitable way and without any external subjection can be compulsory. Since by default WordPress â€” powered
websites are devoid of the potential of generating those files in posts and pages and merely provide links to be
opened in a new window, in most cases it results in the PDF viewer website visitor leaving your online area
and not coming back after. Under such circumstances, PDF Viewer WordPress plugins come to the fore as
perfect solutions letting you embed your specific files and e-books in PDF format into your posts and pages in
the simplest fashion. This practical and time â€” checked plug has already managed to be installed by
thousands of individual and corporate users and for now is proudly declared to be entirely flexible, easy to use
and activate. All that is required from any web admin even without any programming skills is to acquire the
plugin, activate it through the WordPress â€” powered menu and adjust the settings. Further, the specific
shortcode needs to be inserted into the target page or post. For the most part, it is one of the easiest applicable
ways of letting your PDF documents of any content circulate around your website. Jupdf PDF viewer plugin is
another presentable and optimized way to host your e-books, files, magazines, brochures, manuals or whatever
it is in PDF format in your website posts and pages in order to keep your website visitors around your digital
area rather than send them over and make leave your space. Principally, if you need precise accuracy and
usability of self â€” contained PDF files to compress large bulk of your information relating to your online
business, company, portfolio items, services, products, online store or whatever it is, so that your potential
clients can get that information without any technical errors happening during their presence in your web
pages, this PDF viewer WordPress plugin seems to be wonderful for your objectives. If you feel the necessity
of adding PDF viewer to your WordPress â€” hosted site, here is one more dynamic and error â€” free, user
and admin â€” driven and conceptually well â€” thought out plugin at your fingertips to allow your viewers
enjoy their PDF viewing experience and get the most of the PDF document or e â€” book appearance in a
sophisticated and crystal â€” clear interface. This amazing plugin is bundled with a wide array of optimal
features, among them nice â€” looking and original gray theme, lots of customization buttons, advanced zoom
and search settings available, multilingual â€” ready nature and much more. With this plugin the embed
parameters are subject to customization in case of need. FlippingBook is another highly versatile and premium
â€” class PDF viewer WordPress plugin at your full disposal to make your FlippingBook â€” related files and
publication easily available for viewing in your website. No more coding hassle with this amazing product to
install and run, which means that every single individual can intuitively follow step by step guidance to a
perfect PDF visualization for his website readers and visitors. To put it short, all your relevant publications
will appear in your posts and pages, thus, considerably contributing to your user â€” engagement and website
view rankings. FlowPaper Lite is free available and totally smart PDF viewer plugin for each and any
WordPress site that will make the whole process of adding PDF documents and books in your website quite
easy. By the flawless application of this plugin you will be capable of inserting any kind of PDF â€” formatted
files, e-books, journals, periodicals, catalogs, manuals, guidances, specifications, handbooks, directories,
textbooks or e-books into your web presence. By and large, this version of the plugin is also browser and
device compliant and supports documents that are up to 15 megabytes. Another highly popular and energetic,
simply to follow and use, lightweight while totally functional PDF viewer WordPress plugin with more than
Find this useful plugin from the relevant repository and go live with your PDF documents by the application
of Google Docs Viewer embed code. With Embed PDF it will be possible to manipulate specific title, id,
height and width as well. The last PDF â€” friendly and WordPress website compatible plugin that celebrates
stunning performance with the simplified installation and activation processes is called WP Booklet with its
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updated version of WP Booklet 2 in order to create and publicize flip books, magazines, e-books,
dissertations, papers, scientific or other documents in a matter of minutes. The plugin comes integrated with
some essential options, including PDF and bulk image upload opportunities, page thumbnails, mobile and
device support, page popups, etc. In this 21st century, the potential of any business is measured by their
presence in the online market. It is one of the most important ways to expose your business and maximize
your profits by reaching millions and millions of customers. So to make your business come into the online
market, you must an interactive website with the display of your offerings to the customer. This interactive
website can be easily built by tools and software available on the market. Since this is an era where businesses
have to display a lot of information online, they should use the best tools available to display the information
in a clear and concise manner. Since the advent of the digital era, it is crucial for your business to have a
strong digital presence. Now creating a website is easy, but having an amazing one needs some thought. You
have to make sure that not only your website looks good, but also is loaded with best plugins so that the users
have top of the line experience. It is fairly easy to show loads of attractive pictures on the website, but without
a good content management system, it can all lead to a waste. If the users are unable to view the documents
present on your website, or they encounter a lot of trouble accessing it, then the whole usefulness of the
website suffers. Plugins are very important for a website, and if your website lacks a good PDF Viewer
WordPress Plugin then you are have already positioned yourself in an unfavorable place. No one likes to visit
a website where they cannot view a document easily. People fail to realize that this is one such place where
they can actually impress their audience. A good PDF Viewer WordPress Plugins projects a strong image for
your website and makes sure that your viewers have the best possible experience. One of the major advantages
of using PDF viewer WordPress plugin is that you can now easily embed all information, which you want to
show to your audience, in PDF format into your pages and even posts. Now, this is a great help considering
WordPress powered website do not provide flexibility of in-website file view. Not only a good PDF viewer
plugin makes sure that all the documents can be easily accessed by the users but also ensures that the users
have a great time reading the document too. Good plugins present the information present in the PDF files in
an aesthetically pleasing manner, which appeals to a broad range of users. This, in turn, can potentially help
you get better business, or help you sell your products easily to the customers.
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Chapter 2 : 6 Best WordPress PDF Viewer Plugins | SoftwareFindr
PDF Embedder Premium is a WordPress PDF embedder plugin which provides a stylish & dynamic viewer for the
website's visitors. This plugin is responsive to both desktops & mobile devices. Pricing Of PDF Embedder Premium WordPress Plugin.

Embed PDF Viewer 1. PDF Embedder plugin If you need advanced features like mobile-friendliness, a
fullscreen button and page jump technology, the premium version of PDF Embedder is right for you. Your
PDF snaps into place depending on the size of the screen. You can also adjust the dimensions manually. The
plugin only uses JavaScript for display, so the viewing experience is much smoother than if it were to utilize
iframes. You can get premium features like full-screen mode, PDF security , and continuous scrolling through
pages. The premium version of the plugin only has a small one-time payment. Of course, you can upgrade to
the premium version to solve this problem. The page flip buttons are small and in an odd location towards the
bottom left-hand corner of the screen. Google Doc Embedder The main benefit of going with the Google Doc
Embedder is that it supports a wide range of file types. Google Doc Embedder Plugin As for the coolest
features, check them out below: The plugin currently translates into ten different languages allowing for more
people to access it and use the plugin on their sites. The Downsides Much of the functionality from this plugin
relies on Google hosting your documentation. This is a somewhat outdated way of doing things. Bookmarks
and links are supported in the documents. The developer offers some of the best support and documentation in
this niche. In fact, the user side of this viewer definitely competes for the top spot. It has an elegant gray theme
frame and a document outline for people to jump around from page to page. You can protect your PDFs with
passwords. This keeps your site speeds fast. The Downsides Several users have reported problems with
conflicting security and caching plugins. WP Booklet WP Booklet has a focus on refined magazine-style
displays, using flip animations and page pop-ups to mimic the reading of a pamphlet or magazine in real life.
They even throw in some templates to get you started. You can upload PDFs and images in bulk. The page
thumbnails help users navigate around the document. The Downsides Changing the style of your flipbook
requires accessing site files, making it a complete pain in the butt. It looks nice, but the backend controls are
far from user-friendly. One of them involves hosting the PDF somewhere else and pasting in the link. Another
lets you upload to WordPress. The third option uploads the PDF to the Flowpaper cloud. Flowpaper is known
for not supporting all browsers and devices right out of the box. There are ways to fix this though. The PDF
embed process requires you to use a shortcode. Some might rather have a quick upload button that drops the
PDF into the post without a code. All customizations must be done by editing code. The basic, minimalist user
interface drops a PDF in your post without any bells and whistles. The plugin provides a clean reading
experience for your users. You need to place small bits of code in the shortcode to customize the viewer. Other
than that, the viewer has several tools including page jumping, zooming and bookmarking. Struggling with
downtime and WordPress problems? Kinsta provides an all-in-one hosting solution designed to save you time!
Let us handle the nitty-gritty stuff caching, backups, etc.
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Chapter 3 : WP-SimpleViewer Wordpress Plugin
A high-quality premium WordPress PDF viewer plugin that will help you to display PDF files like Adobe reader on your
WordPress site. It offers you lot of controls like print, download, zoom, share, you own logo, a presentation more and
lots more.

In case you are dealing with the PDF regularly, these plugins will surely help you by making things easier.
The value of a blog deeply relies on its content. Now, you are allowed to post multiple types of content on
your website. For example, there is the option to post images files, video files, audio files, and the traditional
text file contents. You can also add PDFs on your website as well if you think that to be necessary. Now for
the scope of this read, we have put together a list of the best PDF viewer plugins for WordPress. There are in
fact, a lot of plugins advertised to help you with this task but not all of them are good. And many times, the
best ones are outshined with mediocre plugins that just has had some good marketing. This read will help you
to bypass such false marketing, and find all of the best plugins for the purpose. With it installed you can
display all your PDF files in a nice reader that is fully customizable and has responsive design. Users will be
able to print, zoom, share, download and do a lot more with your PDF files. Other than this, the plugin has a
feature rich admin panel to control all its aspects. There is also no limit on the number of PDF files nor its
size. The plugin also provides easy integration with Google Analytics which is another welcomed option.
Notable features of the plugin include options to print or download the PDF files or even share them on social
media. There is also an option that allows you to display your PDF document in presentation mode through
the use of shortcodes. There are also many customization options to help you tweak the PDF start page, embed
width, height, HTML container selection and so on. Another thing to note is that the plugin is jQuery
independent despite being as light as 5 KB. It also gives you the option to set whether the PDF file will occupy
the entirety of the screen or the size of your choice. You are also able to include as many PDFs as you want on
a single page. Notable features include its compatibility with WooCommerce which gives you the option to
see product manuals and invoices in the store itself. Apart from this, the plugin renders the PDF into a
responsive viewer, meaning users will be able to read them on their mobile phones. Also, the plugin allows
you to secure your PDF with password protection, integrate PDF download options, option to open the PDF
viewer in Modal dialog, choose a theme color for the viewer, generate analytics data to learn if users are
reading all the pages on your PDF and much more. This theme offers you over 35 different layouts, 5 category
layout and tons of other design options. With this plugin, you can tell your story in the most engaging way.
Design wise; it might be considered the best plugin in this list. As far as visuals and aesthetics are concerned,
you can rest assured that the plugin will deliver more than what you expected. This is the ideal plugin to get if
you want to showcase image rich pamphlets with your clients and customers. Notable features of the plugin
would be its magnificent page-flipping technology which is the best we have seen resembling real life. The
user interface is also fully customizable, so you can make it the way you like. The plugin supports both PDFs
and image files. As far as negatives are concerned, one might say, such high visuals are not necessary, and the
price is on the expensive side. Get The Plugin The previously discussed plugins were some of the premium
options that you could choose to display PDFs on your website. Coming up next, we will be focusing on the
best free to use PDF viewers. You can get most of these from the WordPress repository. If you are regularly
writing tutorial related content on your site, this plugin will be very useful for you. You can also use this
plugin to create the PDF version of any of the premium content of your site and offer it to the users who
subscribe to your email list. The plugin offers you a number of useful features to keep your brand image intact
through all the PDFs created. It gives you the option to add the logo to the PDF so that the other users who see
the PDF version of the post also get the idea of your brand.
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Chapter 4 : 7+ PDF Viewer WordPress Plugins (Free and Paid) | FormGet
WordPress. 6 Best WordPress PDF Viewer Plugins A comprehensive list of 6 Best WordPress PDF Viewer Plugins
according to users. With 6 options to consider you are sure to find the right one for you.

Shubham Singh Last Updated: So that your visitors can flip through the pages as like a real document. Mainly
the PDF ebooks are very popular on the Internet as it makes the documents look very professional and
discipline. Here you will get the free version of PDF Embedder and it features in many majorities features you
will need along with the quick upload button, PDF embed function and comes with the regular navigation
buttons. If you are willing to have advanced features like mobile-friendliness, full-screen button along with
jump page technology then you have bought its premium version to get all the access. Here the uploading of
the PDF is super easy and you can also adjust the dimensions manually. Basically, this plugin uses JavaScript
for display so that the viewing experience is much smoother than before. If you are willing to have its
premium version then you will have to do a small one-time payment and it will provide you some premium
features like full-screen mode, PDF Security along with continuous scrolling through the pages. Google Doc
Embedder The best part to choose this plugin Google Doc Embedder is that it basically supports a wide range
of file types. You will get an embed button that will show your WordPress post editor so that you can add
PDFs along with other files while you are writing a post. This plugin also translates into ten different
languages as it will allow many people to access it and simply use the plugin on their sites too. Here you can
also work with the shortcodes. And this one is one of the most powerful and features rich viewer plugins on
the market. This one is fully responsive to the result of that your PDF files will be displayed in a good manner
on all the devices. It also has quick embed function that mainly supports unlimited PDF files and sizes. Here
this plugin can translate into more than languages. This plugin also connects with Google Analytics just for
tracking how many people have already read and downloaded your PDFs. In this plugin bookmarks and links
are also supported along with the shortcodes. Js Viewer Shortcodes This plugin really has an odd name but
when it comes to displaying all your PDFs in an elegant manner then this one stands out from the crowd. And
the fact is that the user side of this viewer will definitely compete for the top spots. Basically, this one is the
elegant gray theme frame along with a document outline for the people to simply jump from one page to
another. Here the document outline shows content on each page and it will allow users to get quickly scan
through it. It is one of the PDF viewers that comes with the customizable buttons and you can also protect
your PDFs with passwords. This one is the watered down version of Real3D Flipbook. It will work best for
you without paying any extra money. Here this plugin supports both the PDFs and Images that is why photo
flip book is entirely possible. Here the page thumbnails help users in navigating around the documents and
you can also upload PDFs and images in bulk. Imply it looks nice and here the backed controls are more
user-friendly. And if you are a more advanced developers who is willing for a beautiful and free PDF viewer
then this one will be the great choice for you. Here the users have the three options just for getting this PDF
online so one of them basically involves hosting the PDF somewhere else along with pasting in the links. It
has a basic, minimalistic user interface and it will drop a PDF in your post without any bells and whistles.
There is no premium version of this plugin, and you will get features like page jumping, zooming along with
searching just without paying a dime. This plugin basically provides a clean and reading experience right for
your users. Here it also provides the shortcodes and you may need to place small bits of code right in the
shortcodes to simply customize the viewer. But sadly developers have topped managing it. This plugin utilizes
the JavaScript just for making the smooth user experience. It has tools like page jumping. Zooming along with
bookmarking. You can also search for the specific keywords to simply find the spots in the documents. Here
the setting page is simple and straightforward and it also provides the needed shortcodes. And you will also
get some settings to simply adjust the height and width of your viewer. And that what this plugin does, it will
simply allow your users to simply complete the conversions directly from your website. You will get most of
the required features in the free version but if you are willing to have the premium plan for many things like
watermarks, creating custom documents headers along with integrating Woocommerce and many other niche
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capabilities. It will let your users download the PDFs from your posts. Basically, this plugin also supports
pages, search results, archives along with custom post types. And this plugin also offers different icons for
your print buttons. It may happen sometime that some of the products are too long for the products pages so it
needs to be protected in some other ways. Right, on the other hand, your company might have this
documentation and there is not any need of duplicating it. Here you will also get a download PDF button that
will be displayed right on the product pages of your choice. It will somehow open various opportunities to
inform the buyers all about your products. Here the user can either download the PDF or they can simply view
it on the browser.
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Chapter 5 : [Nulled] Â° Panoramic Image Viewer - Responsive WordPress Plugin v - Null Club
PDF Viewer for WordPress is a simple plugin Provides a nice interface to view pdf files on your site. Now you can
embed pdf files with a nice viewer directly on any page/post of your wordpress website.

The password protection package allows users to protect a full package of files, or each specific file in a
package by using passwords. It is also one of the most actively updated WordPress download manager
plugins. The goal of Download Monitor is to help users keep files organized and to provide a way to track
files. Features of the plugin include: Tracks download counts and logs user download attempts Member-only
downloads Quick-add panel for adding files while you are editing posts Add multiple file versions to
downloads Has shortcodes to output downloads in different formats including plain text links, buttons and
boxes It also has premium extensions available, such as Email-Lock , which allows you to require a user to
enter their email address before they are able to download the file. This makes it a great option if you have
different prices for multiple products or have bundled products. It comes with PayPal and Manual as the
default payment options, but others can be added for a fee. If you want to learn more about Easy Digital
Downloads here is this comprehensive guide. Features of the plugin pertaining to file downloads include: Cart
system for purchasing multiple downloads at once User purchase history and ability to re-download files
Multiple files per downloadable product 5. WooCommerce free WooCommerce plugin WooCommerce is a
free eCommerce plugin that allows you to sell anything, beautifully. Make sure to check out our in-depth
WooCommerce tutorial. You can then track your download statistics from right within the WordPress
dashboard. File upload via the WordPress admin area. Shortcodes to display download links, buttons and
download the information within posts, pages and widget areas. Categorize and tag downloads. Download
statistics tracked within the WordPress dashboard area. It allows the management of local files via WP upload
and remote files. If you are looking for something basic and lightweight, this works great. Pro, Business, and
Developer. The major difference is the number of domains allowed.
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Chapter 6 : 15 Best WordPress PDF Plugins - [Best Plugins of ]
WordPress PDF Light Viewer Plugin This is in fact of the most popular free PDF viewer plugins in the market. It also
offers plenty of add-ons, which however are premium, but greatly adds to the list of features and functions the plugin has
to offer.

JS script to represent smoothly PDF documents with tools for scrolling documents, jumping between pages,
printing PDF files and downloading. Meanwhile to say, it is a feature-rich plugin. Features It can be translated
into more than languages. Links and Bookmarks are also supported in the documents. The developers provide
few of the best support and documentation in this category. Moreover, it also supports a broad range of file
types. The important thing is that â€” most of the features of this plugin are covered in a free version. Features
With the help of this plugin, while you are writing a content, you can add the PDFs and other files through the
embed button that shows up in your WordPress post editor. It presently translates into ten various languages
that allow for more people to access it and use the plugin on their own sites. If you have more style then you
also have the option to work with a shortcode. In addition, with the help of this plugin, you can also add site
title, features images, custom styles, and fonts. Furthermore, this plugin can also execute a shortcode when
generating PDF or create a printer-friendly version. However, It acts as a converter when you would like to
take a blog post and convert it into a PDF. Meanwhile to say, it allows the users to complete the entire
conversion directly from your site. Finally, mostly features are covered within its free version. But it also
provides the premium plans for some things such as creating custom document headers, adding watermarks,
integrating with WooCommerce and other categories. Features It allows your users to download PDFs from
your posts. This plugin provides various icons for your print buttons. It supports search results, pages,
archives, and custom post types. By using shortcode or widgets you can add the conversions buttons. In
addition, this plugin uses the javascript to add the files along with functional toolbars, that allows users to
navigate, zoom, and even download the PDF files. In its free version, a lot of features are included that you
will need such as PDF embed function, regular navigation buttons, and quick upload buttons. However, it
offers the premium version with advanced features such as a full-screen button, mobile friendliness, and the
page jump technology etc. Features With this plugin, you can upload the PDF within a single click. You can
also adjust the PDF dimensions manually. In common words, we can say! It enables your blog readers to
create the PDFs of your blog posts. In addition, the entire process is self-contained. Even the users can
withdraw the blog within a single click in case you provide the links. Continuously, the users registered in this
plugin have the limited access possibility to PDFs or existing links. However, it has many options to use
custom fonts such as headers, footers, set spacing, logo and even add a watermark to your PDF files. Further,
with the help of this plugin, users can switch their posts and pages into PDF and download. However, the easy
interface of this plugin helps you to insert this button to posts, pages, and custom post types. Additionally, by
using custom CSS, you can create your own custom header, footer, and logo. Last but not least, it also comes
with a shortcode that allows you to control what content will be inside the PDF. You can also hide the content
that you do not want to include in the PDF. Furthermore, with the help of this plugin, you can show the
thumbnail image and link it to the PDF file. In addition, this plugin can generate the cover image by using the
first page of the PDF or featured image. And it can show as a download icon on your WordPress site. The
important thing that you should be noticed here â€” Your server must have ImageMagick and GhostScript
installed. Further, if you frequently upload a lot of PDF files to your WordPress site on regular basis, then you
need some help to arrange them. Moreover, this plugins helps the admin to crack them into categories or show
these categories in a list. Hence, the readers can download the complete category within a single click. In
addition, this plugin is easy to use. Further, you need to copy the shortcode into post or pages where you wish
to display the links. Further, the plugin fastening into your Media Library to create a thumbnail while you
uploading a PDF file. However, your PDF file and thumbnail image are residues as two different files. You
have to enter the generated thumbnail manually and afterward link it to a PDF file. Finally, by using this you
can handle the way that thumbnails are generated via shortcodes. It allows you to add large PDF files. Means,
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in case you added very large sizes file then your site will not slow down. However, the PDF Light Viewer
Plugin also comes with multiple features such as zoom, a full-screen mode, and lazy loading of images etc.
Being compatible with multisite, it is fully responsive and can work on various screen sizes. However, the
premium version of this provides the per page printing, single separate pages, simple PDF page search, and
PDF categories. It gives you a full-screen reading view of your PDF document. You can add it anywhere on
your web pages via using shortcodes. There are two PDF upload modes. The plugin offers the customization
option to set the width, height, start page, etc. Gives the option to Show or hide the toolbar. You also get a
usable Shortcode insert button on every page and post. When you open a pdf it must be zoomed within the
frame. So that it fits the frame. Because of this, you can lose the document quality as well as increase the
loading time of that web page. But Responsive Flipbook WordPress plugin is quite different from other
plugins The Advantage of this plugin is that allows you to insert the PDF document into flipbook without
converting them it into the image. Moreover, you can add a PDf document of any size and any number of
pages. Comparatively this plugin is better than the other one. It comes with a suitable user interface for smooth
navigation when viewing multi-page documents. The plugin is developed by using the GroupDocs. This
means all documents are collected and processed on GroupDocs cloud storage. Conclusion We hope this blog
helps you to learn the same. Thus, if you have any question regarding these WordPress PDF Plugin, let me
know in the comment section provided below. Also you on the way of exposure! If you liked this post then
share it with your peers. We have a team of good professional who can resolve all your issues related to
WordPress.
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Chapter 7 : PDF Viewer | www.nxgvision.com
This PDF viewer plugin allows you to embed these documents on your WordPress website, and PDF is supported. This
is one of the best PDF viewer plugins you can find for WordPress. Keep in mind that this might be a better option over
the GroupDocs plugin as hosting documents on a Google Doc account is free.

View the version history. Requirements Before installing, please confirm your web server meets the following
requirements. If you are not sure, contact your web host tech support. Unzip the plugin folder on your local
machine. Enter the required gallery options in the popup form. Check option descriptions here. This will add
the required gallery tag into your post. The gallery tag will look something like this: Enter the required Flickr
username and tags. Gallery images will be automatically updated if new images are added to Flickr. Note you
can only include 1 Media Library gallery per post. The following steps depend on your version of WordPress.
WordPress prior to 3. Upload images from your local machine. Image order is determined by the order of the
images as displayed in the list. To change the order, drag and drop the images. Wait until the images have
finished uploading. To Edit Images Flickr galleries will be automatically updated when your Flickr
photostream changes. For WordPress Media Library galleries: Images can be dragged and dropped into a new
order. Upgrading to SimpleViewer-Pro SimpleViewer-Pro supports advanced customization options, no
branding, unlimited images and more. Purchase and download SimpleViewer-Pro. Replace the svcore folder
in the WordPress plugin folder with the one from the SimpleViewer-Pro download. You can now enter Pro
config options into the "Pro Options" text area. Pro options are added one per line in the following format:
This means that galleries made with the previous version of the plugin will not display once you upgrade. If
you would like to continue to run the old version v1. Download this version of the v1. Support
WP-SimpleViewer is supported via an online forum. Before posting a new question, please search the forum
to see if your question has already been answered. Version History Fixed problem with non-default
permalinks 2.

Chapter 8 : The Team Pro â€“ Team Showcase WordPress Plugin V - GPL Premium - Everything Premium
PDF Viewer for WordPress is the best selling premium PDF Reader plugin for WordPress on Codecanyon (+ Sales).
With this plugin, you can display and embed PDF Files of your WordPress Website very easily with a feature rich and
nice PDF Reader.

Chapter 9 : File Viewer of Wordpress File Upload Plugin - Iptanus
PDF viewer for WordPress is a premium plugin that helps you display PDFs on your WordPress site. With over 2, sales,
it's the best-selling PDF plugin at Code Canyon. All the embedded PDFs are responsive, so visitors can view them on all
devices.
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